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Investable Real Estate Sukuk 

ABSTRACT 

The Real Estate sector is one of the most investable sectors in most world countries economies. It needs 

many monetary capitals that cannot be raised even from the Real Estate companies. It’s is one of the Islamic 

financial tools that attracts savings for funding the sector aspirations , its projects and activities through setting 

up new Real Estate Projects or developing them. In addition, they open the door for sharing and Real Estate 

trading in a way to satisfy the needs of investors in the sector without charging donors with funding investment 

burdens. 

The study has shown the concept of the investable Real Estate sukuk, its traits and benefits for its origin 

and monetary capitals as well as its issues and structures according to the contracts of the speculation and sharing. 

There must be a brief about each structure, its mechanism and components and adapting its relationships with 

the aims, they want to achieve. 

The study has been able to issue the investable Real Estate sukuk basing on many investable legal contract 

for most of the investments in the Real Estate sectors such as residential blocks, governmental industrial 

buildings as well as readymade buildings. They represent popular proportions in property of The Real Estate 

projects demanding achievements as well as exploiting it and gaining its interests .This secures the financial 

resources to set it up without the need to increase the monetary capital or borrowing money with interests. One 

of the aims of the speculation structure in the real Estate is achieving fast reasonable profits for investors. The 

Real Estate structure opens the door for owners of money to invest their proportions in the Real Estate projects. 

The study recommends continuing in rooting the investable Real Estate sukuk and observing its 

applications and effects In Real Estate sector as well as qualifying its staffs to build Real Estate sukuk structures 

that combine the economic efficiency with legal credibility. 
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